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REPEAT DETECTOR is a small and easy-to-use software. It helps to find repetitions in your text (doc, pdf,
txt, rtf, html,...). What can you do with REPEAT DETECTOR? ￭ Find out how many times a word appears
in your text. ￭ Find out which words are most often used in your text. ￭ Find out the most frequent words
in your text. ￭ Find out the most frequent words in your text, allowing you to automatically create a
dictionary and highlight frequent words. ￭ Detect text repetition (word repetition). ￭ Detect text
repetition (word repetition). ￭ Detect text repetition (letter repetition). ￭ Detect text repetition (letter
repetition). ￭ Find out which words are overused in your text. ￭ Find out which words are overused in
your text, allowing you to automatically create a dictionary. ￭ Find out which words are overused in your
text, allowing you to automatically create a dictionary and highlight words overused in your text. ￭
Detect text repetition over several pages in your text. ￭ Detect text repetition over several pages in your
text, allowing you to automatically create a dictionary and highlight words repeated over several pages
in your text. ￭ Print the list of the 50 most frequent words used in your text. ￭ Print the list of the 50 most
frequent words used in your text, allowing you to automatically create a dictionary and highlight words
most frequently used in your text. ￭ Take into account similar words, i.e. with same beginning (try
variations of the same word). ￭ Take into account similar words, i.e. with same beginning (try variations
of the same word). ￭ Detect text repetition over several pages in your text, allowing you to automatically
create a dictionary and highlight words repeated over several pages in your text. ￭ Detect text repetition
over several pages in your text, allowing you to automatically create a dictionary and highlight words
repeated over several pages in your text. ￭ Detect text repetition over several pages in your text,
allowing you to automatically create a dictionary and highlight words repeated over several pages in
your text. ￭ Find out which pages in your text have a repetition. ￭ Find out which pages in your text have
a
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￭ Creates a macro using a form: "Keyword + Count of all occurrences". ￭ Creates another macro from
the selected text and that of the preceding paragraph. ￭ Uses the selected text. ￭ Cuts the text between
each occurrence of the "keyword". ￭ Creates a macro with the data of the end of the document. ￭ Counts
the number of occurrences of the selected text. ￭ The macro, created or applied, is automatically saved
in a "text document". "Repetition Detector" can read and detect repetitions on the entire active text (the
current file or a specific range), or just on a particular page. Page range is defined with the help of the
macros KEY1, KEY2,... where 1 is the page number. The macros KEY1, KEY2,... give the left margin, the
left border and the right margin. If there is no page number on a page, the macros will be printed in that
case. An example of use of the macros KEY1, KEY2,... is : "Keyword + Key1 + Key2" "Keyword + Key1"
"Keyword" "Keyword + Key2 + Key1" "Keyword + Key1 + Key2" "Keyword + Key1" "Keyword + Key2" 1)
For the entire active text: key1=1 key2=1 key1=1 key2=2 key1=1 key2=3 key1=1 key2=4 key1=2
key2=1 key1=2 key2=2 key1=2 key2=3 key1=2 key2=4 key1=3 key2=1 key1=3 key2=2 key1=3
key2=3 key1=3 key2=4 key1=4 key2=1 key1=4 key2=2 key1=4 key2=3 key1=4 key2=4 key1=5
key2=1 key1=5 key2=2 key1=5 key2=3 key1=5 key2=4 key1=6 key2=1 key1=6 key2=2 key1=6 key2
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Repetition Detector is a small software designed to help to identify repetitions in text. It is mainly
dedicated to detect repetitions of words, but it can also be used to detect the repetition of sentences and
phrases. Is is easy to use: When you open the window, you will see all words inside your text. In the top
window, you can see the word count. You can also see the top 50 of most used words. You can also see
the top 50 of most used words and the top 50 of most used sentences. You can also see a list of words
with same beginning. You can highlight this word to display the corresponding page and the paragraph.
In the bottom window, you will see a list of the most repeated words (in your text). You can also see the
list of repetitions for each word. You can highlight this word to display the corresponding page and the
paragraph. In the bottom window, you will also see the list of intermediate repetitions. You can also see
the list of intermediate repetitions for each word. You can highlight this word to display the
corresponding page and the paragraph. Features: In addition, you can easily manage the list of words
with same beginning. You can manage the statistics, i.e. the lists of most repeated words. You can
customize and store the preferences, i.e. the list of most repeated words. In addition, you can
automatically manage a list of words with same beginning (unsupervised). You can manage statistics, i.e.
the lists of most repeated words and of most repeated sentences. You can customize and store the
preferences, i.e. the list of most repeated words. You can automatically manage a list of words with same
beginning (unsupervised). You can manage the statistics, i.e. the lists of most repeated words and of
most repeated sentences. You can customize and store the preferences, i.e. the list of most repeated
words. You can automatically manage a list of words with same beginning (unsupervised). You can
manage the statistics, i.e. the lists of most repeated words and of most repeated sentences. You can
customize and store the preferences, i.e. the list of most repeated words. You can automatically manage
a list of words with same beginning (unsupervised
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What's New In?

Repetition Detector is a simple, small and easy-to-use software which allows you to detect repetitions in
texts. Here are some key features of "Repetition Detector": Process text without size limitation Word and
letter count. Top 50 of most frequently used words. Highlight small repetitions (two indentical words
which are close). Highlight intermediate repetitions (words used too often inside two or three pages).
Highlight each occurrence of a word by clicking on it Take into account similar words, i.e. with same
beginning Customizable and automatically saved parameters. Usage: The main use of this tool is to be
able to analyze a textual work without having to study it completely. Main features: Highlight small
repetitions (two indentical words which are close). Highlight intermediate repetitions (words used too
often inside two or three pages). Highlight each occurrence of a word by clicking on it Take into account
similar words, i.e. with same beginning Customizable and automatically saved parameters. Click on the
button "Start" to run the program.The first step of repetition detection consists in the selection of the
file, the folder or the disk where the text to be analyzed is located. Once the file has been selected, it will
be processed. As soon as the file has been selected, it will be converted to the utf-8 format. It is possible
to choose to analyze only a part of a text or the entire text. The program will first display the chosen
portion of text. After you have chosen the text, click on the button "Process".A window will appear: you
can start the repetition detection or cancel it. You can choose to ignore certain characters or even
replace them with another character. For example, you can replace accents with spaces if you want to
correct the text. By default, the window is at the top of the screen. It is possible to change this window to
be at the bottom, the left or the right of the screen. Once the analysis is finished, it is possible to choose
to save the list of words with repetitions and to visualize it. For example, you can create a list of words
with the greatest frequency, words with different phrases, words that are repeated in the same part of
the text or words that are repeated in the same words. The words with repetitions can be colored or left
white. For example, you can highlight a word, then click on the button "Top 50 of the most frequent
words". The program will start the analysis of the selected text and will display the list of the most
frequent words. This list can then be exported in various formats. For example, if the file is.txt



System Requirements For Repetition Detector:

RAM: 2 GB (4 GB with largest lod meshes) CPU: Intel Core2 Quad, AMD Phenom, Dual Core, 2.2 GHz or
higher GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTS 450 or ATI Radeon HD 2600 or higher OS: 64-bit Windows 7, Vista or
XP with Service Pack 2 Storage: 3 GB available space Vulkan 1.1 Compatible GPU Screenshots: Terrain:
Rain Damage: Bridge: Dropoff:
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